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    		Ethiopia

      



Coordinates: 8°N 38°E / 8°N 38°E / 8; 38


Ethiopia (/ˌiːθiˈoʊpiə/; Amharic: ኢትዮጵያ?, ʾĪtyōṗṗyā, [image: ] listen ), officially known as the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (የኢትዮጵያ ፌዴራላዊ ዲሞክራሲያዊ ሪፐብሊክ, ye-Ītyōṗṗyā Fēdēralāwī Dīmōkrāsīyāwī Rīpeblīk [image: ] listen ), is a sovereign state located in the Horn of Africa. It is bordered by Eritrea to the north and northeast, Djibouti and Somalia to the east, Sudan and South Sudan to the west, and Kenya to the south. With over 100 million inhabitants, Ethiopia is the most populous landlocked country in the world, as well as the second-most populous nation on the African continent after Nigeria. It occupies a total area of 1,100,000 square kilometres (420,000 sq mi), and its capital and largest city is Addis Ababa.



Some of the oldest evidence for anatomically modern humans has been found in Ethiopia, which is widely considered the region from which Homo sapiens first set out for the Middle East and points beyond. According to linguists, the first Afroasiatic-speaking populations settled in the Horn region during the ensuing Neolithic era. Tracing its roots to the 2nd millennium BC, Ethiopia was a monarchy for most of its history. During the first centuries AD the Kingdom of Aksum maintained a unified civilization in the region. followed by Abyssinia circa 1137.
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    		Ethiopia (disambiguation)

      
Ethiopia is a country in the Horn of Africa. Ethiopia may also refer to:


	 Aethiopia (Classical Greek term) — a name variously used for the Kingdom of Kush, all of Sub-Saharan Africa in general, and an Asian kingdom appearing in Greek mythology
	
Aethiopian Sea, ancient name given to the southern part of the Atlantic Ocean 



	
Aethiopian Sea, ancient name given to the southern part of the Atlantic Ocean 
	 Ethiopian movement, a religious movement in southern Africa
	 Ethiopia (A-01), an Ethiopian Navy training ship in commission from 1962 to 1991 and the largest ship in the Ethiopian Navy
	 Metro Etiopía, in Mexico City
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    		I'm with You (album)

      
I'm With You is the tenth studio album by the American rock band Red Hot Chili Peppers. The album was released by Warner Bros. Records on August 29, 2011. The album made its debut at number one in eighteen different countries including the United Kingdom while reaching number two in the United States and Canada.



Produced by Rick Rubin, it is the band's first studio album to feature guitarist Josh Klinghoffer, following the departure of John Frusciante in 2009, and is their first since 2006's Stadium Arcadium, marking the longest gap, to date, between Red Hot Chili Peppers' studio albums. The album received mostly favorable reviews with many praising newcomer Josh Klinghoffer for breathing new life into the veteran group. The album has produced four singles including the number one hit, "The Adventures of Rain Dance Maggie", "Monarchy of Roses", "Look Around" and "Brendan's Death Song". "Did I Let You Know" was released exclusively in Brazil thanks to response from a poll voted on by the fans although it was not considered a proper single. A Rolling Stone Reader's Poll named I'm with You the 8th best album of 2011 and the album was also nominated for the Grammy Award for Best Rock Album.
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                                studio vlog and How to Make Ethiopian music ችክችክ  Nati Seifu . Amharic music tutorial

                                    Thank you so much for watching my video I hope you enjoyed my video subscribe my channel and do not forget press the bell icon for more videos 
like comment and share 
stay tuned for more video

#amharic
#mezmur
#NatiSeifu 

Social Media 
Instagram - @ nati.seifu
TikTok- @natis.seifu
Facebook- @Nati seifu 
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                                Moving from Australia to Ethiopia to Start an Art Business | Zion Yaynu

                                    Girl Put In Work is a series featuring female entrepreneurs. Meet Zion Yaynu,  an artist who grew up in Australia but moved back to Ethiopia to pursue art and open up her workspace / community hub, Studio 11.

https://www.instagram.com/zionyaynuart/
https://www.instagram.com/studio__11___/

How I Started My Business Playlist: https://youtu.be/3Kl464FG3fo

How I started my own business, how I started my art business, how I opened my art studio, how to be a business owner, how to be an entrepreneur,  African Diaspora, moving back to Africa, opening a business in Addis Ababa Ethiopia, artists in Africa, painter, invest in africa, invest in ethiopia, start a business in addis ababa, opening an art studio, art in africa 
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                                የሀይማኖት መሪዉ እየፀለየ የደፈራት || ልታምኑ የማትችሉት የአመቱ አሳዛኝ ታሪክ | የሰላም ገበታ | Ethiopia | Habesha

                                    The story of a girl who was raped by her father. በአባቷ የተደፈረችዉ ልጅ ታሪክ። #ethiopia #እርቅ_ማእድ #sami_studio
Subscribe to our official channel youtube.com/@SamuelWoldetsadik
የገዛ አባቴ ለ12 አመት እየደፈረ አሳደገኝ።
የሀይማኖት አባቷ ለ12 አመት በየቀኑ ሲደፍራት የኖረችዉ ልጅ አሳዛኝ ታሪክ።
ባለታሪኳን ማገዝ ለምትፈልጉ 1000532843069 የኢትዮጵያ ንግድ ባንክ። ስልክ 0956782940 ስሟ በ Bቢ ፊደል ይጀምራል።
የሰላም ገበታ ላይ መቅረብ ወይም አገልግሎት ማግኘት የምትፈልጉ ስልክ +251921333331 ወይም +251983454445 ወይም +251911380544 መደወል ትችላላችሁ።


Welcome to our channel,   
Sami Studio that brings you highly educational videos and useful tips focused on youth life with a vision of bringing meaningful change on the relationship between family members.
- parents, children and love partners
- be with us. We are ready to serve you with loyalty and strong commitment.
- Your feedback is a backbone for our stren... 
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                                Sol Image Photography Studio in Ethiopia

                                    #1 Ethiopian Photographer in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
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                                Alewya - Ethiopia | A COLORS SHOW

                                    London-based artist Alewya (@AlewyaOfficial) celebrates her African heritage with a euphoric performance of her latest single ‘Ethiopia’.

Subscribe to COLORS https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2Qw1dzXDBAZPwS7zm37g8g?sub_confirmation=1

Follow 
▶ Stream: https://colors.lnk.to/allshowscxs
▶ Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Alewya11
▶ Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/alewya11/
—
Follow COLORS:
▶ Apparel Shop: https://colors.lnk.to/shopcxs
▶ On Socials: https://colors.lnk.to/socials
▶ On Spotify: https://colors.lnk.to/Spotify
▶ On Apple Music: https://colors.lnk.to/applemusic
▶ On the Web: https://colorsxstudios.com

Check out our curated playlists:
▶ ALL COLORS SHOWS: https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWa4R2I19VH7Mtxo3VvqwnNlXgLpf4_d3
▶ JADE (Smooth): https://youtube.com/playlist?list=... 
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                                የፒያሳን ጉድ ተመልከቱ! ፈረሰች! ለታሪክ የሚቀመጥ!/piassa/Ethiopia/Eyoha media/gora studio/

                                    #seifuonebs #ebstv #balagerutv #dinklijoch #ethiopia #eshetumelese #abaytv #fetadaily #kanatv #ethiopianews #ethiopianmusic #amharicmusic #eyohamedia #shegerinfo #muslim #ethiopianorthodoxchurch

ጎራ ስቱዲዮ ላይ ለሚኖርዎ ሀሳብ አስተያየት አልያም ጥቆማ 0968536628 ብለው ይደውሉልን 🙏 
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                                Best Ethiopian 🇪🇹 Bridal Shower (Bride To Be) 2022 #ethiopianmusic #ethiopia

                                    Harr Photography, Wedding Photo & Video Production. +251904114444

Contact us on Telegram: https://t.me/harr_studios/infoharrstudios

Visit Our Website & Social Media Pages.

Telegram: https://t.me/harr_studios

Facebook: https://facebook.com/harr.studios

Instagram: https://instagram.com/harr.studios 
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                                Ethiopia photo studio

                                    Ethiopia photo studio
https://ephremphotoandvideo.com/#1hayahulet Lex plaza 
#2 Atlas Grace plaza 2 nd floor 
+251911612187 
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                                Ethiopia Jazz instrument "AHADU" Official Music Video 2020

                                    A few from our Ahadu album release as many of us are confined at our dwelling place. We're trying to show our effort to entertain you in the music & love to hear you smile in the middle of the current  situation in our planet. Ahadu band is planning to reach you with the best of our productions both in the composition & singing ...WE PRAY FOR OUR WORLD'S VISITATION TO COME SOON!!!

Music Director Samson Workineh 
https://m.facebook.com/samson.workineh

Video Directed & Produced by Nathnael Gashaw

https://instagram.com/ngafilms?igshid=1qkyzhxoy87tb
https://www.facebook.com/nathnalegashaw
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nathnael-gashaw-374010123

https://m.youtube.com/channel/UC0ySMTEYJBh4zvkGe2zf00A

Camera operator 
Tamerat Melese
Yidedeta 
Nati 

#Ahadu #LiveJazz #NGAFILM #music #afro #afroj... 
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                                    Subscribe to our official channel youtube.com/@SamuelWoldetsadik
በሀገረ አሜሪካ ሞቴን እስክመኝ ድረስ ኖሬያለሁ በሀገሬም በአሜሪካም ህጋዊ ጋብቻ ነበረን ዛሬ ግን ምን እንደተፈጠረ አላዉቅም | የእርቅ ማእድ #የእርቅ_ማእድ #Ethiopia #Sami_Studio
የእርቅ ማእድ ላይ መቅረብ ወይም የስነልቦና አገልግሎት ማግኘት የምትፈልጉ ሰኞ ጠዋት ከዘሪሁን ህንፃ ወደ አትላስ በሚወስደዉ መንገድ በተለምዶ ቺቺንያ በመባል የሚታወቀዉ
ወይም ሚኪሊላንድ ጎዳና NB Business Center 8ኛ ፎቅ ላይ የቢሮ ቁጥር 804 አገልግሎት ታገኛላችሁ። ወይም በስልክ +251921333331 ደዉላችሁ ቀጠሮ ማስያዝ ትችላላችሁ።

sami studio,ሳሚ ስቱድዮ,samuel woldetsadik,ሳሙኤል ወ/ፃዲቅ,love (Quotation Subject),story,ethiopia (Country),eritrea,የሰላም ገበታ,yeselam gebeta,የእርቅ ማእድ,erk mead,erk maed,አስታራቂ,astaraki,የፍቅር ታሪክ,love story,ethiopian news,social network ethiopia,amharic music,Storytelling,እርሶ ቢሆኑ,ፍቅር,

Welcome to our channel,   
Sami Studio that brings you highly educational videos and useful tips focused on youth ... 
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like comment and share 
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Social Media 
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         Girl Put In Work is a series featuring female entrepreneurs. Meet Zion Yaynu,  an artist who grew up in Australia but moved back to Ethiopia to pursue art and open up her workspace / community hub, Studio 11.
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How I Started My Business Playlist: https://youtu.be/3Kl464FG3fo
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Welcome to our channel,   
Sami Studio that brings you highly educational videos and useful tips focused on youth life with a vision of bringing meaningful change on the relationship between family members.
- parents, children and love partners
- be with us. We are ready to serve you with loyalty and strong commitment.
- Your feedback is a backbone for our strength, So please don't hesitate to write us your comment.
- Sami Studio is happy to serve you, Stay with us! 

marriage counseling therapy | online couples therapy | virtual marriage counseling

ሳሚ ስቱድዮ፣
በተለይ ወጣቶችን ትኩረት አድርጎ በታማኝነትና በመልካም ሥነ ምግባር የሚሰራ የዩቲዩብ ቻናል ነዉ።
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Subscribe to our official channel youtube.com/@SamuelWoldetsadik
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Welcome to our channel,   
Sami Studio that brings you highly educational videos and useful tips focused on youth life with a vision of bringing meaningful change on the relationship between family members.
- parents, children and love partners
- be with us. We are ready to serve you with loyalty and strong commitment.
- Your feedback is a backbone for our strength, So please don't hesitate to write us your comment.
- Sami Studio is happy to serve you, Stay with us! 

marriage counseling therapy | online couples therapy | virtual marriage counseling
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         London-based artist Alewya (@AlewyaOfficial) celebrates her African heritage with a euphoric performance of her latest single ‘Ethiopia’.

Subscribe to COLORS h...

         London-based artist Alewya (@AlewyaOfficial) celebrates her African heritage with a euphoric performance of her latest single ‘Ethiopia’.

Subscribe to COLORS https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2Qw1dzXDBAZPwS7zm37g8g?sub_confirmation=1

Follow 
▶ Stream: https://colors.lnk.to/allshowscxs
▶ Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Alewya11
▶ Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/alewya11/
—
Follow COLORS:
▶ Apparel Shop: https://colors.lnk.to/shopcxs
▶ On Socials: https://colors.lnk.to/socials
▶ On Spotify: https://colors.lnk.to/Spotify
▶ On Apple Music: https://colors.lnk.to/applemusic
▶ On the Web: https://colorsxstudios.com

Check out our curated playlists:
▶ ALL COLORS SHOWS: https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWa4R2I19VH7Mtxo3VvqwnNlXgLpf4_d3
▶ JADE (Smooth): https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWa4R2I19VH6mND1HUBeHJN1NMzi6VAFR
▶ AMBER (Groove): https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWa4R2I19VH5d2tiAhSYawnNuwuNxs53G
▶ RUBY (The Function): https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWa4R2I19VH7WEZgUsNUMPQRGLfiyIHJz

COLORSxSTUDIOS is a unique aesthetic music platform showcasing exceptional talent from around the globe. COLORS focuses on the most distinctive new artists and original sounds in an increasingly fragmented and saturated scene. All COLORS shows seek to provide a clear, minimalistic stage that shines a spotlight on the artists, giving them the opportunity to present their music without distraction.

#colors #alewya #ethiopia
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ጎራ ስቱዲዮ ላይ ለሚኖርዎ ሀሳብ አስተያየት አልያም ጥቆማ 0968536628 ብለው ይደውሉልን 🙏
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         Harr Photography, Wedding Photo & Video Production. +251904114444

Contact us on Telegram: https://t.me/harr_studios/infoharrstudios

Visit Our Website & Social...

         Harr Photography, Wedding Photo & Video Production. +251904114444

Contact us on Telegram: https://t.me/harr_studios/infoharrstudios

Visit Our Website & Social Media Pages.

Telegram: https://t.me/harr_studios

Facebook: https://facebook.com/harr.studios

Instagram: https://instagram.com/harr.studios
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         Ethiopia photo studio
https://ephremphotoandvideo.com/#1hayahulet Lex plaza 
#2 Atlas Grace plaza 2 nd floor 
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         A few from our Ahadu album release as many of us are confined at our dwelling place. We're trying to show our effort to entertain you in the music & love to hea...

         A few from our Ahadu album release as many of us are confined at our dwelling place. We're trying to show our effort to entertain you in the music & love to hear you smile in the middle of the current  situation in our planet. Ahadu band is planning to reach you with the best of our productions both in the composition & singing ...WE PRAY FOR OUR WORLD'S VISITATION TO COME SOON!!!

Music Director Samson Workineh 
https://m.facebook.com/samson.workineh

Video Directed & Produced by Nathnael Gashaw

https://instagram.com/ngafilms?igshid=1qkyzhxoy87tb
https://www.facebook.com/nathnalegashaw
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nathnael-gashaw-374010123

https://m.youtube.com/channel/UC0ySMTEYJBh4zvkGe2zf00A

Camera operator 
Tamerat Melese
Yidedeta 
Nati 

#Ahadu #LiveJazz #NGAFILM #music #afro #afrojazz
#ethio #ethiojazz #EthiopianMusic #music #Ethiopia #music #jazz #foryou
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የእርቅ ማእድ ላይ መቅረብ ወይም የስነልቦና አገልግሎት ማግኘት የምትፈልጉ ሰኞ ጠዋት ከዘሪሁን ህንፃ ወደ አትላስ በሚወስደዉ መንገድ በተለምዶ ቺቺንያ በመባል የሚታወቀዉ
ወይም ሚኪሊላንድ ጎዳና NB Business Center 8ኛ ፎቅ ላይ የቢሮ ቁጥር 804 አገልግሎት ታገኛላችሁ። ወይም በስልክ +251921333331 ደዉላችሁ ቀጠሮ ማስያዝ ትችላላችሁ።
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Welcome to our channel,   
Sami Studio that brings you highly educational videos and useful tips focused on youth life with a vision of bringing meaningful change on the relationship between family members.
- parents, children and love partners
- be with us. We are ready to serve you with loyalty and strong commitment.
- Your feedback is a backbone for our strength, So please don't hesitate to write us your comment.
- Sami Studio is happy to serve you, Stay with us! 

ሳሚ ስቱድዮ፣
በተለይ ወጣቶችን ትኩረት አድርጎ በታማኝነትና በመልካም ሥነ ምግባር የሚሰራ የዩቲዩብ ቻናል ነዉ።
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ተከታተሉን እናንተን ስናገለግል ከልብ ደስ እያለን ነዉ! 
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Welcome to our channel,   
Sami Studio that brings you highly educational videos and useful tips focused on youth life with a vision of bringing meaningful change on the relationship between family members.
- parents, children and love partners
- be with us. We are ready to serve you with loyalty and strong commitment.
- Your feedback is a backbone for our strength, So please don't hesitate to write us your comment.
- Sami Studio is happy to serve you, Stay with us! 

ሳሚ ስቱድዮ፣
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በቤተሰብ አያያዝ፤ በልጆች አስተዳደግ፤ በፍቅር ግንኙነት፤ ደስተኛ ስኬታማና የተሻለ ራእይ ያለዉ ቤተሰብ እንዲኖራችሁ እዉነተኛ ለዉጥ ለማምጣት የሚጥር ቻናል ነዉ። 
ተከታተሉን እናንተን ስናገለግል ከልብ ደስ እያለን ነዉ! 
አስተያየታችሁ ስህተታችንን እንድናርም ይጠቅመናልና ከመጻፍ አትቆጠቡ። ቤተሰብ ስለሆኑ ከልብ እናመሰግናለን።
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                studio vlog and How to Make Ethiopian music ችክችክ  Nati Seifu . Amharic music tutorial

                Thank you so much for watching my video I hope you enjoyed my video subscribe my channel a...
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                    Thank you so much for watching my video I hope you enjoyed my video subscribe my channel and do not forget press the bell icon for more videos 
like comment and share 
stay tuned for more video

#amharic
#mezmur
#NatiSeifu 

Social Media 
Instagram - @ nati.seifu
TikTok- @natis.seifu
Facebook- @Nati seifu
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                Moving from Australia to Ethiopia to Start an Art Business | Zion Yaynu

                Girl Put In Work is a series featuring female entrepreneurs. Meet Zion Yaynu,  an artist w...
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                    Girl Put In Work is a series featuring female entrepreneurs. Meet Zion Yaynu,  an artist who grew up in Australia but moved back to Ethiopia to pursue art and open up her workspace / community hub, Studio 11.

https://www.instagram.com/zionyaynuart/
https://www.instagram.com/studio__11___/

How I Started My Business Playlist: https://youtu.be/3Kl464FG3fo

How I started my own business, how I started my art business, how I opened my art studio, how to be a business owner, how to be an entrepreneur,  African Diaspora, moving back to Africa, opening a business in Addis Ababa Ethiopia, artists in Africa, painter, invest in africa, invest in ethiopia, start a business in addis ababa, opening an art studio, art in africa
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                    The story of a girl who was raped by her father. በአባቷ የተደፈረችዉ ልጅ ታሪክ። #ethiopia #እርቅ_ማእድ #sami_studio
Subscribe to our official channel youtube.com/@SamuelWoldetsadik
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Welcome to our channel,   
Sami Studio that brings you highly educational videos and useful tips focused on youth life with a vision of bringing meaningful change on the relationship between family members.
- parents, children and love partners
- be with us. We are ready to serve you with loyalty and strong commitment.
- Your feedback is a backbone for our strength, So please don't hesitate to write us your comment.
- Sami Studio is happy to serve you, Stay with us! 

marriage counseling therapy | online couples therapy | virtual marriage counseling

ሳሚ ስቱድዮ፣
በተለይ ወጣቶችን ትኩረት አድርጎ በታማኝነትና በመልካም ሥነ ምግባር የሚሰራ የዩቲዩብ ቻናል ነዉ።
በቤተሰብ አያያዝ፤ በልጆች አስተዳደግ፤ በፍቅር ግንኙነት፤ ደስተኛ ስኬታማና የተሻለ ራእይ ያለዉ ቤተሰብ እንዲኖራችሁ እዉነተኛ ለዉጥ ለማምጣት የሚጥር ቻናል ነዉ። 
ተከታተሉን እናንተን ስናገለግል ከልብ ደስ እያለን ነዉ! 
አስተያየታችሁ ስህተታችንን እንድናርም ይጠቅመናልና ከመጻፍ አትቆጠቡ። ቤተሰብ ስለሆኑ ከልብ እናመሰግናለን።
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                Sol Image Photography Studio in Ethiopia

                #1 Ethiopian Photographer in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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                    #1 Ethiopian Photographer in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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                Alewya - Ethiopia | A COLORS SHOW

                London-based artist Alewya (@AlewyaOfficial) celebrates her African heritage with a euphor...
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                    London-based artist Alewya (@AlewyaOfficial) celebrates her African heritage with a euphoric performance of her latest single ‘Ethiopia’.

Subscribe to COLORS https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2Qw1dzXDBAZPwS7zm37g8g?sub_confirmation=1

Follow 
▶ Stream: https://colors.lnk.to/allshowscxs
▶ Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Alewya11
▶ Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/alewya11/
—
Follow COLORS:
▶ Apparel Shop: https://colors.lnk.to/shopcxs
▶ On Socials: https://colors.lnk.to/socials
▶ On Spotify: https://colors.lnk.to/Spotify
▶ On Apple Music: https://colors.lnk.to/applemusic
▶ On the Web: https://colorsxstudios.com

Check out our curated playlists:
▶ ALL COLORS SHOWS: https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWa4R2I19VH7Mtxo3VvqwnNlXgLpf4_d3
▶ JADE (Smooth): https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWa4R2I19VH6mND1HUBeHJN1NMzi6VAFR
▶ AMBER (Groove): https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWa4R2I19VH5d2tiAhSYawnNuwuNxs53G
▶ RUBY (The Function): https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWa4R2I19VH7WEZgUsNUMPQRGLfiyIHJz

COLORSxSTUDIOS is a unique aesthetic music platform showcasing exceptional talent from around the globe. COLORS focuses on the most distinctive new artists and original sounds in an increasingly fragmented and saturated scene. All COLORS shows seek to provide a clear, minimalistic stage that shines a spotlight on the artists, giving them the opportunity to present their music without distraction.

#colors #alewya #ethiopia
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                    #seifuonebs #ebstv #balagerutv #dinklijoch #ethiopia #eshetumelese #abaytv #fetadaily #kanatv #ethiopianews #ethiopianmusic #amharicmusic #eyohamedia #shegerinfo #muslim #ethiopianorthodoxchurch

ጎራ ስቱዲዮ ላይ ለሚኖርዎ ሀሳብ አስተያየት አልያም ጥቆማ 0968536628 ብለው ይደውሉልን 🙏
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                Best Ethiopian 🇪🇹 Bridal Shower (Bride To Be) 2022 #ethiopianmusic #ethiopia

                Harr Photography, Wedding Photo & Video Production. +251904114444

Contact us on Telegram:...
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                    Harr Photography, Wedding Photo & Video Production. +251904114444

Contact us on Telegram: https://t.me/harr_studios/infoharrstudios

Visit Our Website & Social Media Pages.

Telegram: https://t.me/harr_studios

Facebook: https://facebook.com/harr.studios

Instagram: https://instagram.com/harr.studios
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                Ethiopia photo studio

                Ethiopia photo studio
https://ephremphotoandvideo.com/#1hayahulet Lex plaza 
#2 Atlas Grac...
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                    Ethiopia photo studio
https://ephremphotoandvideo.com/#1hayahulet Lex plaza 
#2 Atlas Grace plaza 2 nd floor 
+251911612187
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                Ethiopia Jazz instrument "AHADU" Official Music Video 2020

                A few from our Ahadu album release as many of us are confined at our dwelling place. We're...
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                    A few from our Ahadu album release as many of us are confined at our dwelling place. We're trying to show our effort to entertain you in the music & love to hear you smile in the middle of the current  situation in our planet. Ahadu band is planning to reach you with the best of our productions both in the composition & singing ...WE PRAY FOR OUR WORLD'S VISITATION TO COME SOON!!!

Music Director Samson Workineh 
https://m.facebook.com/samson.workineh

Video Directed & Produced by Nathnael Gashaw

https://instagram.com/ngafilms?igshid=1qkyzhxoy87tb
https://www.facebook.com/nathnalegashaw
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nathnael-gashaw-374010123

https://m.youtube.com/channel/UC0ySMTEYJBh4zvkGe2zf00A

Camera operator 
Tamerat Melese
Yidedeta 
Nati 

#Ahadu #LiveJazz #NGAFILM #music #afro #afrojazz
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Welcome to our channel,   
Sami Studio that brings you highly educational videos and useful tips focused on youth life with a vision of bringing meaningful change on the relationship between family members.
- parents, children and love partners
- be with us. We are ready to serve you with loyalty and strong commitment.
- Your feedback is a backbone for our strength, So please don't hesitate to write us your comment.
- Sami Studio is happy to serve you, Stay with us! 
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    		Ethiopia

      



Coordinates: 8°N 38°E / 8°N 38°E / 8; 38


Ethiopia (/ˌiːθiˈoʊpiə/; Amharic: ኢትዮጵያ?, ʾĪtyōṗṗyā, [image: ] listen ), officially known as the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (የኢትዮጵያ ፌዴራላዊ ዲሞክራሲያዊ ሪፐብሊክ, ye-Ītyōṗṗyā Fēdēralāwī Dīmōkrāsīyāwī Rīpeblīk [image: ] listen ), is a sovereign state located in the Horn of Africa. It is bordered by Eritrea to the north and northeast, Djibouti and Somalia to the east, Sudan and South Sudan to the west, and Kenya to the south. With over 100 million inhabitants, Ethiopia is the most populous landlocked country in the world, as well as the second-most populous nation on the African continent after Nigeria. It occupies a total area of 1,100,000 square kilometres (420,000 sq mi), and its capital and largest city is Addis Ababa.



Some of the oldest evidence for anatomically modern humans has been found in Ethiopia, which is widely considered the region from which Homo sapiens first set out for the Middle East and points beyond. According to linguists, the first Afroasiatic-speaking populations settled in the Horn region during the ensuing Neolithic era. Tracing its roots to the 2nd millennium BC, Ethiopia was a monarchy for most of its history. During the first centuries AD the Kingdom of Aksum maintained a unified civilization in the region. followed by Abyssinia circa 1137.
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            The documentary anchors the eff ort in the activism of Harry Belafonte, who had raised the alarm about famine in Ethiopia, and having him in the studio singing "We Are the World" was poignant.
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      30 Jan 2024
			
  		
            The American Idol judge looked sharp in a brown leather jacket that he teamed with matching boots ... The session took place at A&M Studios in Los Angeles and the purpose was to raise funds for African famine relief, specifically in Ethiopia ... .
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            Since then, Studio Photo de la Rue, as it’s called, has been all over the world – Colombia, Brazil, Mali, China, Ethiopia, Senegal and France among other countries – and I’ve photographed more than 2,000 people.
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